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Some examples

- It is often helpful for countries to understand their own situation in comparison with others, e.g. levels of pesticide use across countries.

- Levels of fertilizer use: how balanced (or imbalanced) are farmers fertilizer applications? What are the relative levels of fertilizer use across seasons?

- Basic information on the importance of credit is also crucial for general policymaking. How important is it as a cost of production? Does lack of credit affect input use?
Insecticide use in various rice bowls of Asia, 1999


Changes over time

- Wages are rising in many countries in the region, and the non-farm economy is growing.
- Mechanization will become increasingly important.
% of farms in Suphan Buri, Thailand using harvesting machines

Source: Dawe (2005)

Does farm size matter?

- Will farm sizes increase as a result? What will be the impact of increased farm size if (when) it occurs?
- Farm sizes are increasing in some parts of the region, even if national average farm sizes are still declining.
- Farm sizes are likely to get larger in the future, but how fast this will happen is an open question.
- Distinguish between ownership and operational farm size, i.e. how active are rental markets?
Change in farm size by province, Thailand, 1993 - 2003

Source: Dawe (2005)

Research has traditionally shown that small farms are more efficient and get higher yields, but is this still true?
- Small farms may no longer exploit family labor more intensively as the opportunity cost of that labor increases.

Large farms may be more efficient and get higher yields in the future for any of the following reasons:
- Some technologies can perhaps be more easily adopted on larger farms (although rental markets can sometimes compensate).
- More incentives for adoption of new technologies (because farmers with more land are more likely to learn new technologies if they can be applied over a larger area).

Is bigger better? Or is small beautiful?
Are there major differences between contract and non-contract farms?

For many countries, marketing systems can have many problems: lack of infrastructure, old mills, inadequate financial systems, etc. Quantitatively, how much do each of these factors matter? Given relative prices of capital and labor, are some “old” systems actually more efficient than modern ones?
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